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Who is Greenbrier?
Business Description

•
•
•
•
•
•

Performance

Leading manufacturer, lessor and manager
of high quality and efficient railcars globally
Products primarily cater to freight,
automotive, and oil industries
Largest railcar manufacturer in Brazil
Largest end-to-end railcar manufacturer,
engineer and service provider in Europe
Manages the largest railcar fleet in North
America
Operates one of the largest repair, wheels
and parts provider in the global railcar
industry
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Best-in-Class Product Portfolio
Product & Services Mix
Double-Stack Intermodal Car
• Provides operating and capital
savings:
• Increased train density (two
containers are carried within the
same space as one)
• 40% ↓ in equipment costs
• 50% ↓ in railcar weight, leading to
improvements in fuel efficiency

Business
Overview

Multi-Max and Auto Max Railcars
• Consumer preferences for certain
vehicles can fluctuate, making it
difficult for auto manufacturers to
predict the combination of bi-level
and tri-level railcars
• GBX’S Multi and Auto Max cars
easily transition between bi and tri
level cars
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Leasing & Services
• Large fleet combined with
ownership of a lease fleet of
approximately 8,900 railcars
enables them to offer flexible
financing programs including
operating leases and “by the mile”
leases to our customers
• Integrated software and
management system offering
accounting services, railcar
tracking and remarketing
• 335,000 railcars use this integrated
service in North America
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Best-in-Class Product Portfolio
New & Developing Innovations
Safer CPC Car Model
• Jacketed CPC-1232
• 9/16 inch steel tank shell vs. the
existing 7/16 inch steel tank shell
in DOT-111 cars
• Full height 1/2" thick heads
shields both ends, high pressure
relief valve, and detachable bottom
outlet valve handle make the train
safer and less prone to leakage.
• Deemed by GBX to be 6 to 8x
safer than the existing DOT-111
cars
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Non-jacketed CPC Modifications
• GBX is offering modification
packages to add features such as
the 11-gauge jacket and ceramic
insulation through its parts
department
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Older Model Retrofit/Renovations
• GBX is also offering to modify
older models as an option and
revamp it to making it on par or
close to on par with the newer
technology
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Market Composition
Market Share
•
•

Product Segmentation/Outlook

80% of the market comprised of four major railcar companies
Therefore, as Greenbrier enters more specialised product
categories, it steals market share directly from smaller players
who lack their economies of scale and industry recognition

•
•

US Market Share Composition
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Hopper cars and tank cars still account for the majority of
demand and revenue in the market, which presents problems
due to declining demand for coal and oil
However, demand for general freight transportation is
growing rapidly
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American Railcar Industries (ARII)
Description
•

•

•

Lease Fleet

ARII provides railcar customers
with integrated solutions
through a comprehensive set of
high quality products and related
services offered by three
reportable segments:
manufacturing, railcar leasing
and railcar service
Manufacturing consists of
railcar manufacturing and railcar
and industrial component
manufacturing
ARII primarily manufactures
tank cars and hopper cars, but its
factories have the ability to
produce additional types of cars
Business
Overview

•
•

Industry
Overview

ARII has a substantial lease fleet
with 11,268 car in the fleet with a
99% lease rate
They have stated in their fillings
that slow downs have been from
the expansion of Greenbrier
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American Railcar Industries (ARII)
Diversification
•

•

Freightcar America only can
serve 75% of the market that
GBX addresses in North
America as they do not produce
tank cars
RAIL was started to freight coal
and in 2008 92% of units were
coal, but last year only 1% was
coal. They claim that this makes
them less tied to the coal
industry, but we disagree. This
doesn’t show a diversification
away from coal cars, but rather
how badly affected they were
from a slow down in the coal
industry
Business
Overview
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Manufacturing and Backlog
• RAIL has brand new state of

•

the art manufacturing facilities
and can produce 8,000 cars
per year
RAIL’s backlog is quickly
dwindling. The value of the
backlog has declined by over
66% from Q4 2014.
Furthermore, there were net
cancelations in 2016, rather
new orders
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Customers and Leasing
•

•

RAIL is becoming more and
more reliant on a few large
customers. In 2015, its top 5
customers accounted for 64%
of revenue. In 2016, the top 5
customers accounted for 73%
of revenue
RAIL has a lease fleet of 340
cars
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Trinity Industries (TRN)
Description
•

Weak Business Model

Trinity Industries, Inc. is a
diversified industrial company
that reports its financial results
in five principal business
segments: the Rail Group, the
Railcar Leasing and Management
Services Group, the Inland
Barge Group, the Construction
Products Group, and the Energy
Equipment Group
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•

•

•
•

Industry
Overview

Two separate companies: one
with stable, non-cyclic cash flow
and earnings business and
another geared towards growth
both revenue and segment
earnings have been volatile, sales
fell 29.9% from 2015 to 2016
while segment profit fell 46.7%
Weak performance is counter to
management’s promises
Capital expenditures needed to
maintain & grow businesst are
high
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Trinity Industries (TRN)
CapEx Costs
•

•

•

•

Inferior Economies of Scale

GBX increased managed
freight cars to 344,000 cars in
Aug. 2017 from 273,000 in
Aug. 2016
TRN spends a lot on
purchasing freight cars
cooperative between the
Class 1s, at 230,000
Spent $8B on new railcars
since 2000 and spends
$600M a year on
maintenance
GBX only owns 8,200 of its
344,000 managed fleet, but
has much lower maintenance
costs
Business
Overview

•

•

•

Industry
Overview

Annual revenues and earnings
change at a slower rate, implying
a lack of strategic focus and/or
lack of execution success
Over the last five years, the
return on assets has eroded from
above median to below median
among industry averages
suggesting declining relative
operating performance
Margins do not suggest any
benefit from a pricing or an
operating cost advantage versus
the industry as well as Trinity
seems to be constrained by the
current level of debt
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Management
•

Trinity’s management is
dedicating all of their resources
toward railcars, and the hope is
to emphasize this profitability in
order to maximize returns;
however, it’s expected that the
number of railcar deliveries will
continue to match the 20-year
average of 53,000 units per year
through at least 2021.
Therefore, creating a “war” over
market share in a space that’s
expected to remain stagnant is
unwise for Trinity
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International Industry Trends: Brazil
General Economy

•
•
•
•
•
•

Railcar Industry

2017 saw a 0.5% growth rate in Brazil, after 5
consecutive quarters of negative economic
growth
Agricultural industry showing improvement, with
large harvests of corn and soy
The central bank continues to cut interest rates in
order to maintain economic recovery
Investments in new machinery, facilities and
inventories rose 1.6%
Consumer expenditure growing at 1.2%
IBC-Br index rose 1.31%- measures agricultural,
industrial and services sector growth, considers a
forward indicator of GDP
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•
•
•
•

Increased rail freight volumes creates opportunities for rail
manufacturers and lessors
More than 50% of railcars ( approx. 62,000) in Brazil >30
years old
Average lifetime of railcar 25-30 years
A privatized railroad industry
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International Industry Trends: Europe
Europe

•
•
•
•
•
•

Astra Rail is a leading railcar manufacturing provider, with whom GBX
has recently announced a joint-venture, thus creating the largest railcar
manufacturer in Europe
Railcar Leasing Market predicted to have CAGR of 4% until 2021
This growth will be driven by increased demand for intermodal
containers and new rail lines from transportation hubs in Northern
Italy, Hamburg and Bremerhaven
Conversion from state-owned to privatized railroads and fleet following
2007 deregulation
Euro. Commission favors rail over road due to lower CO2 emissions
(1.8% vs 71%) and less roadway congestion
The European court of auditors has urged greater deregulation of the
rail network, as well as greater interconnectedness between between
member states to improve efficiency
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Variant Perception
Street’s Perceptions
GBX’s manufacturing division
will suffer increasing revenue
losses due to decreasing oil and
coal demand influencing sales
of hopper and tank railcars

Less oil will be transported
through rail, due to cost
efficiency of pipelines.
Pipeline= $5/barrel
Rail= $10-$15/barrel

Historically GBX has
not been the most
efficient at managing its
debt and profit margins

Street’s Actions
• Current short float of 41%
• 52-week low of $28.95
• Current price = $49.62, significant discount to $72
price in late 2014
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I. Perceived Decline in Manufacturing Revenues
Street View

•

The street believes there is no potential for growth through selling hopper cars and
tank cars, due to declining demand for oil and coal worldwide
Our View

•
•
•
•

Freight Overview

Only 14% of backlog consists of hopper and tank cars
Despite the stagnation of the oil and gas market, GBX
still improved margins through greater cost efficiency
Lower oil price improves auto industry demand
The demand for intermodal cars continues to grow
due to increased global freight volumes; GBX holds a
first-mover advantage due to their double-stacked
intermodal cars
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II. Variant Perception- Competitive Advantages
Our View
Network Effects
•
•

•
•

Economies of Scale

Biggest dataset of rail industry because operates
largest railcar fleet
Railcar fleet operators would rather Greenbrier to
manage their fleets because Greenbrier’s data
gives it knowledge about the railcar industry and
where to deploy railcars for maximum utilization
and car-hire revenue
Dataset spanning railcar markets in the U.S.,
Brazil, and Europe
This integrated system of businesses allows GBX
to offer the lowest-cost full service leases in the
market, offering fleet management services with
the best built-in data analytics (network effects)
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•
•

•

Operates the largest independent railcar repair and
refurbishment business in the U.S.
Greenbrier-Astra Rail is Europe's largest end-to-end
railcar manufacturing, engineering and repair business.
It reaches markets throughout Europe, Eurasia and the
Gulf Cooperation Council
Economies of scale will continue to enable GBX to
grow gross margins and earnings despite cyclical
downturns in primary commodity demand
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Competitive Advantages Cont.
Access to Long-term Full-service Partnerships
• Exclusive supplier agreement with Mitsubishi UFJ

•

•

Lease & Finance to manufacture 6,000 new rail cars
through 2020 and lease/arrange 11,000 additional
new/used rail cars to expand MUL’s freight fleet to
25,000 cars in North America
Partnerships leverage the company’s expertise in
lease fleet management and data. Because
Greenbrier manages the largest lease fleet in the
world, it generates operating data that can help
railcar fleet owners keep car-hire rates up
The MUL deal portends other long-term, fullservice partnerships that become increasingly
attractive and feasible as Greenbrier builds scale,
data, and network effects
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Unique Product-Service
•

Greenbrier has an integrated product-service that
combines a state-of-the-art rail car product with
financing, long-term servicing, and fleet
management. No other rail car manufacturer has
the network effects or scale to offer this type of
product to its customers
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International Growth and Increasing Domestic Opportunities
Europe/GCC
•
•
•

Brazil

Joint Venture with Astra-Rail
allows GBX-Astra to capture
>70% of market share
500,000 European railcars > 40
yrs old- replacement demand=
12,500 cars annually
Greenbrier’s expansion into the
GCC countries will allow them
to sell more tank cars, which
have the highest ASPs and
margins

•

•
•

•
•
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U.S.

Brazil (5,000-6,000 railcars per
annum) is a growing market
given the importance of food
and agriculture.
In the future, we expect it to be
a platform for export as well
into South America.
Greenbrier-Maxion’s financials
are consolidated on Greenbrier’s
statements at the end of Fiscal
2017, adding an incremental
2,600 railcars to the backlog
Brazil GDP bottoming out
Greenbrier-Maxion has 70%
market share and 50% of railcars
in Brazil > 30 yrs
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•

•
•

Exclusive supplier agreement
with Mitsubishi UFJ Lease &
Finance to supply 6,000 railcars
through 2020 and all of MUL’s
new railcar lease fleet through
2023.
Greenbrier will manage all of
MUL’s 25,000 railcar fleet in
the U.S.
Slow adoption of DOT early2018 and 2020 regulatory
guidelines for transportation of
hazardous materials creating
pent-up demand
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Prudent and Shareholder-Friendly Management
Street’s View

•

The Street worries that the board of directors and management is complacent and isn’t returning capital to
shareholders at a rate that is commensurate with the recent increase in cash flow.

Our View

•
•
•

•
•

Management is knowledgeable about the cyclicality of the railcar industry and
remains conservative with its deployment of capital
Instead, Greenbrier has deployed capital to deleverage its balance sheet from 4.4x
to 2.1x assets/leverage between 2007 and 2016
Greenbrier shifted approx. $50M in Leased Railcars for Syndication to
Equipment on Operating Leases at the end of fiscal year 2016 to take advantage
of accelerated depreciation and a higher tax rate before the arrival of "imminent"
tax reform
Interest coverage has increased from 1.86x to 30.26x between 2007 and 2016
ROE has more than doubled over a decade from higher margins and better asset
turnover
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Valuation and Concluding Remarks
Recommendation
We recommend an 4% long position at a price per
share of $51.00 for a 3-year period and a further
4% position if the price drops below $40.00
Target Price
Upside

$124.40

141.8%
(CAGR 34.2%)

Justification
•
•
•
•
•

We utilized a DCF with a three year price target as we feel a majority of upside capture will occur in the next 2-3
years
Understanding the company over a five year period is important because the railcar industry usually follows five-year
cycles of accumulation and disposition
Increasing production economies of scale will increase revenues and gross margins increasing profitability twice-over
Greater deliveries and backlog should increase visibility into free cash flows and stability
Cross-selling products should leverage deliveries into higher-margin fleet management services
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Regulatory Headwinds and Tailwinds
Risk

•
•

North American Free Trade Agreement renegotiation efforts keep a pall over the future of U.S. exports and freight
transportation by rail
Everything hinges on whether freight car orders and deliveries come back, which they haven’t for several reasons:
1) The possibility that NAFTA could be repealed, 2) Slowdown in intermodal because of protectionist policies, 3)
Lack of demand for rail transport due to pipeline growth and high truck capacity, and 4) Low commodity prices

Mitigating Factor

•

100% tax deduction for capital expenditures in the year of purchase should entice freight car
equipment purchasers to spend on upgrading their fleets
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High Supplier Concentration
Risk

•
•
•

Graphical Representation

The number of alternative suppliers of certain
specialty components has declined in recent years
Top ten suppliers for all inventory purchases
accounted for approximately 46% of total purchases.
Amsted Rail Company, Inc. accounted for 21% of
total inventory purchases in 2016. No other suppliers
accounted for more than 10% of total inventory
purchases

Mitigating Factor

•

Our largest supplier, Amsted Rail, is also our joint-venture partner in our Brazilian railcar
manufacturing operation, Greenbrier-Maxion, and our aftermarket parts business, Amsted-Maxion
Cruzeiro
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Appendix

Valuation Assumptions
Model Assumptions
Revenue Build

•

•
•

•

●

Income Statement Build

Assuming a backlog of around 30,000 railcars,
Greenbrier should be able to deliver 20,000
railcars per year for a decade without expanding
market share or market.
Margins should improve as Greenbrier works
through the sale of syndicated railcars purchased
from WLR-Greenbrier Rail in September 2015
Leasing and Fleet Management Services revenue
should increase as more fleet operators
recognize the superior data and network effects
that Greenbrier has as the manager of the
largest railcar fleet (~335000 cars)
Cross-selling products should also increase
Leasing and Fleet Services revenue
Business
Overview

Industry
Overview

•
•
•
•
•
•

Variant
Perception

Gross margins should expand as deliveries increase
because railcar business expands with economies of
scale
SG&A should decreased and level out as Greenbrier
establishes a direct sales office in Europe
Gain on sale of lease fleet should continue at historical
rate
Interest expense should increase though plateau as the
2018 Convertibles are paid off
Tax rate decrease because of Trump Tax bill coming
into effect as well as new laws about capital
expenditures
Increasing percentage attributable to non-controlling
interest as company expands revenue in Europe
Risks

Valuation

Q&A

Interest Rates
Risk

•

•

Global Interest Rates Overview

The demand for railcars may be adversely affected if
central banks worldwide raise interest rates increasing
the cost of financing for purchasing railcars outright
Low interest rates have driven demand from railcar
poolers, lessors, and OEMs

ECB

0.0%

GCC

2.0%

Brazil

8.0%
(4.0% cut in 4
months)

Response

•

Interest rate expenses should increase with the February 2017 issuance of $275M in 2.875%, then return back to
historical levels as the 2018 convertibles are paid off because the 2024 converts cost 0.0625% less than the 2018
converts

Revenue Build

Revenue Build
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Net Income Build

Net Income Build

Net Income Build

Free Cash Flow Build

Free Cash Flow Build

Free Cash Flow Build

DCF

Multiple Comparison Table

Market Cap
($B)

P/E (TTM)

Forward P/E

P/B

FCF

D/E

ROE (TTM)

Greenbrier

1.41

12.51

13.59

1.43

60.7

46.74

17.71%

Trinity

5.24

21.28

27.48

1.33

-137.79

75.79

6.35%

FreightCar
America
American
Railcars

0.238

736.54

-95.75

0.93

55.21

-

0.12%

0.746

14.58

16.35

1.34

-69.75

100.24

9.31%

Backlog Growth Projections

Trinity Margin Historicals

Trinity Return on Assets

Trinity IS

